Call for Articles

NCRB invites original and previously unpublished research papers / articles on Police related topics including Law, Scientific Investigation, Criminology, Forensic Science, Finger Print Science, Biometric Science, Contemporary Legal issues, Cyber crime, Cyber terrorism, Cyber security, Socio-economic crime and Prisons etc. for 2nd issue of NCRB Journal.

The manuscript should be typed in 12 point, double space with at least 1 inch margin in MS-Word. The manuscript normally should not exceed 5,000 words, however, lengthy articles may also be considered for publication on the discretion of editorial board. The manuscript should include an abstract of approximately 150 words and 4-5 keywords. All photos, images and illustrations should be of high quality with 300 dpi or higher resolution and must be saved as separate files in JPG, PNG or TIF format. Charts, diagrams, and sketches should be drawn accurately and clearly. If a chart has supporting data, supply it in Excel format. Caption should accurately describe what is represented in the graphic/image. For manuscript in Hindi, please use Unicode font (Mangal). The Manuscripts are subject to review and editing. All manuscripts accepted for publication shall be property of NCRB Journal. No article or part of it shall be reproduced or used by author without permission. A brief biographical sketch of each author, describing their expertise in the subject area including name, title, affiliation, and contact information including phone number and email address be provided.

The article may be sent through e-mail (journal@ncrb.nic.in) or post to, Editor, NCRB Journal, National Crime Records Bureau, N.H.-8, Mahipalpur, New Delhi-110037 by 20-01-2019.